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The prosperous and extremely busy Kyoto Province, the capital heart of the commercial pedestrian
street, in addition to Lin Hao, this time there is no one else. The cool night breeze blew, Lin Hao
still closed his eyes to feel, he was feeling the powerful fluctuations of those breath, with his
strength today, those people have escaped his senses, as Lin Hao scouted farther and farther, in his
mind appeared a set of star maps, those star maps, there is a star point, some are fixed in place,
while some are moving at a rapid pace ......

"Found ...... then, the killing feast, let's start, see if you leave me behind tonight, or I kill
you all ......" Lin Hao's mouth showed a cold smile, the next moment a huge The next moment after
a huge roar sounded, his figure had disappeared in place.

The next moment, after a loud boom, his figure had disappeared in the same place. ...... Lin
Hao's figure began to move rapidly in the Kyoto Palace, his current speed was already comparable
to Cang's speed. The elite ninja behind, again a palm slapped over, then his body once again fast
moving ......

If you look at it from above, you can see that in Kyoto tonight, a black figure flashes
between the streets and alleys every now and then, and after the figure disappears, the only thing left
in place is a corpse.

After a loud bang ......, a Saint Shinobi was smashed by Lin Hao, he was thinking of
resisting before he died, but he couldn't resist at all.



"Hehe ......" Lin Hao sneered, and his body once again disappeared like a ghost. The main
target is the saint ninja, after all, that is the highest power of the East Japan, but if by the way, those
elite ninja, Lin Hao will not let go, Lin Hao do is very simple, is to completely make the East Japan
side of the war power back a few decades, since it has been hidden, then hidden until death... ...

Whoosh whoosh whoosh whoosh whoosh ...... Lin Hao's figure flashed quickly, he simply
did not need to rest. Soon there was no longer a fighting ninja within a ten-mile radius of the
commercial street in the center of Kyoto Prefecture, and Lin Hao still didn't stop, his hunting range
was getting bigger and bigger and bigger, centering on the Kyoshin commercial street, spreading
wildly towards the entire Eastern Japan Kyoto Prefecture. As the capital of a country, it naturally
has the strongest guarding force, it can be said that just a Kyoto Prefecture, there are more than a
dozen saint ninja stationed here, as for the elite under the saint ninja upper ninja even has thousands
of numbers.

And now as time continues to pass, Lin Hao slaughtered faster and faster, soon there are
hundreds of ninja slaughtered by him, and only five minutes have passed, this number with the
increase of time, it is not difficult to imagine is certainly still crazy climb again climb ......

"What! How is he so fast? And how is he able to find those ninjas with such precision? No,
we can't let him go on like this, give the order, give the order, have all the ninjas assemble and
gather around the peak saint ninja, quick!" At this time, a peak saint ninja within the ninja alliance
headquarters, looking at the speed of Lin Hao's killing, couldn't help but be frightened, and
hurriedly gave orders to the ninja in the alliance under his command.

"Quickly ...... we rush over, within an hour, we must get to Kyoto Prefecture, if we let Lin
Hao go on like this, Kyoto Prefecture will be in danger ......" another peak Saint Shinobi was also
anxious to the extreme.



The matter was far more than they had imagined? The situation was far more dangerous

than they thought. The more dangerous, and now with Lin Hao's speed, every minute is a few to a

dozen ninjas were slaughtered by Lin Hao, these are the resources of their alliance ah, are the
strength of the next generation ah ......

The time passed quickly again, ten minutes, twenty minutes, half an hour later, Lin Hao
himself has lost track of how many ninja killers he had slaughtered. And now he suddenly stopped,
because in his senses, within a few dozen miles, there is no longer a ninja with battle power, and in
the more distant places, he felt a large and powerful aura, is gathering, and that aura is still climbing
and expanding.

Lin Hao took a deep look at the direction where the powerful aura rose and muttered:
"Interesting, have you reacted? All gathered together ah. Good, good, in this case, it is a lot less
work. What? There are still three peak Saint Shinobi there? This is good, so that the killing is
interesting, only deterrent ah ...... "Lin Hao mouth raised the corner of the meaning of a cold smile,
the body of the cold killing machine rushing night, he himself has a deep hatred with these eastern
Japan's Shinobi killers. Sooner or later, it is necessary to revenge, even if this time is not because to
rescue Jun Wu Ren, he will one day come over to take a trip ......

Chapter 932

At this moment just at the moment Lin Hao stopped,? Lu zero service dye Lu Lu dye steak? The

first time I saw a shrine in the west of Kyoto, there were two hundred ninja, three peak saint ninja,
two late saint ninja, four middle saint ninja, two early saint ninja, that is to say, among the two
hundred ninja killers, there were eleven saint ninja level existences! This is still the power of Lin
Hao after he killed three early stage Saint Shinobi.

The three peak saint ninja inside the shrine had incomparable gloom on their faces, and their
hearts were filled with a great deal of anger. One of the Saint Shinobi viciously broke a cup and said,
"What a ruthless Lin Hao! In just half an hour, he actually slaughtered one third of the power of our



Kyoto Prefecture! Three saint ninjas were killed, and as many as half of the elite top ninjas were
killed!!!"

The other two peak Saint Shinobi were also furious and said through clenched teeth, "Kill
him, he must be killed! Can't be pressed into the ancient prison like Jun Wu Ren, just kill him, Lin
Hao must die, must die!!!"

The three holy ninjas were furious, they desperately started gathering power here after
receiving the news from the alliance headquarters, but they were still a step too late, admittedly they
were already as fast as they could be, but they were still slaughtered by Lin Hao by nearly a third of
their power. You know this is the accumulation of decades of Kyoto House ah, which in order to
accumulate this power, they spent how many resources? How many years of effort and energy were

expended? And this time, Lin Hao just half an hour, and destroyed all their years of savings ......

The hearts of the three peak saint bearers were dripping blood. The next moment, the last
peak Saint Shinobi said: "But still, we have to endure! The nine elders are already coming here by
helicopter at the fastest speed, you two, although we are better than killing Lin Hao tonight, but
please take the overall situation as the most important, now our power, we may not be able to keep
him, please you two bear it again, at most half an hour, the nine elders will come over, that time is
his Lin Hao's death... ..."

Those two peak saint bearers were furious in their hearts, but they had to admit this fact now,
they could only endure, even though they had monstrous resentment, they could only endure.

"Well ...... good, then let that Lin Hao run wild for a while longer, when the nine elders
arrive, we will break his body into pieces!!!" The other two peak Saint Endurance said in a hateful
voice.



But at that moment, suddenly a loud and resounding sound came from the sky, and a black
steel spear shot from outside the shrine. The spear seemed to have great power, and the elite ninja
who were in front of it, one by one, were penetrated by the long hair. And this time because the
density of ninja inside the shrine is really too big, so this one spear instantly extinguished about
thirty people ......

"What?" The three peak saint ninja's faces changed dramatically, because at this moment,
the spear had already shot towards their side. But they were too late to resist, they could only
desperately dodge, feeling the power contained on top of the spear, their hearts were scared and
their faces instantly paled because it was a power that surpassed them.

Poof ...... a light sound came out, dodging a peak saint ninja's body was pierced by the
spear, the spear from his arm through, along with his body, were nailed dead to the wall behind.

And the next moment a voice that made the three of them die appeared in their ears: "Will

you kill me tonight? Just the three of you said that you would bury me tonight?"

In the next moment, when the dust cleared, Lin Hao's figure appeared right in front of the
three peak saint ninjas ......

"Impossible? How did you ...... you have such great power? This power is, is ...... the
power of a divine ninja!!!" Those three peak saint ninja's faces changed greatly, their hearts
appalled to the extreme ...... a boundless fear enveloped their hearts ......

Chapter 933



"On guard! Stand by! ......" the two remaining peak Saint Shinobi yelled frantically, Lin Hao's
power had completely exceeded their perception, and his speed was so fast that Lin Hao's toughness
was much stronger than their highest fighting force in the Shinobi world, Zu! The most important
thing is that the company's products and services are not only the best in the world, but also the best
in the world.

Lin Hao scanned the entire field with interest, at this time, within a 10-meter radius around
him, there was no one left, all backed away, leaving him in the middle, no one dared to go forward
for a while, nor did they have the ability to go forward. Because the Weiya emanating from Lin

Hao's body is too strong, ten meters, is already the limit of those saint ninja can withstand, even so,
the few saint ninja surrounding Lin Hao within ten meters, is also sweating profusely, as for those
elite ninja, is even Lin Hao's side ten meters range, can not enter ......

Lin Hao eyes narrowed, inhaled deeply, the slightly cool night wind blowing his clothes
hunting flutter, Lin Hao murmured: "In the past in China's Yanjing, Cang alone killed to my Lin
ancestral home, that day my father and Grandpa Mo, they also have more than a dozen innate
sectarian battle power, but even then, in the end, they still all died in battle. And today! There was
me, Lin Hao, coming to your Eastern Japan Kyoto House, also surrounded by a dozen of your Saint
Shinobi, two hundred peak Saint Shinobi. Now that Cang is dead, I can't fight with him again, since
that's the case, let's take you guys to compare ......"

Lin Hao said, raised his foot and landed, boom a monstrous loud sound came out, the
cement ground under Lin Hao's feet cracked countless spider web-like cracks, those cracks spread
out in all directions wildly. The bodies of the eleven holy ninja surrounding him were all

involuntarily thrown into midair ......

"Not good ...... team up! Set up a formation! Don't let him break each other!!! Quickly ！！！！

" The peak Saint Shinobi who had just been seriously injured by Lin Hao shouted frantically, he still
had the black spear stuck in his shoulder. Blood was flowing like water, but now he couldn't care
less ......



"Heh, do you think it's still urgent?" The next moment Lin Hao's voice appeared in that
peak Saint Shinobi's ears, as fast as a ghost, that peak Saint Shinobi slammed a fist? Di Yi Pao Xi
Yi Xi Yi Ai? blasted out at Lin Hao, then backed up frantically without looking. Only his speed
was still a bit slow, because Lin Hao also threw a punch and blasted against him, then his whole
right arm exploded with a bang, then Lin Hao's fist had passed through his chest the next moment.

"Buzz ......" At this moment, it was as if the entire dueling scene had stopped, it was
frighteningly quiet, the peak Saint Shinobi who had blasted against Lin Hao was hanging in mid-air
with Lin Hao's fist. Blood was continuously flowing down, his chest had been pierced, his heart had
been broken, his eyes showed a monstrous resignation, but it was useless, he could no longer even
breathe. At this point in the battle tonight, the first peak Saint Shinobi of the Eastern Japanese Saints
had completely fallen, and there was no longer a chance of saving his life. In fact, at the level of the
innate master and the saint ninja, as long as the heart and head are okay, even the most serious
injuries can still be saved, because their life level has undergone a sharp change, a leap. But once
the heart and head is broken, they still have to die ...... after all, this world does not exist ghosts and
gods ......

"The first ...... one," Lin Hao muttered as he waved off the corpse of the peak Saint Shinobi.

"Ahhhhh ...... kill ......" At this time just as Lin Hao dumped the corpse, the other two peak
saint ninjas along with eight saint ninjas got completely anxious and came around to kill Lin Hao
from all sides despite everything ......
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"Heh ......" In the next moment, Lin Hao coldly snorted, fiercely turned around and flew head-on to
meet the attack, each blow was a full outburst, just now he killed that peak Saint Shinobi still had

the benefit of being the first to strike, but now he had to resist hard. But even if it is hard to resist,



so what? The current Cang was not afraid, and now he is even stronger than the peak Cang, and his
blood is much more abundant. He is naturally not afraid, and he can also use this great battle,
thoroughly tamp down his rapid realm of disadvantages and hidden problems.

"Bang Bang Bang Bang ......" The speed of the Eastern Ying Saint Shinobi attack was very
fast, while Lin Hao's speed was even faster. Every second, both sides were attacking and attacking
more than a dozen times Karma, those eastern Japan's saint ninja kept throwing themselves away,
and then the next moment they gritted their teeth and killed Lin Hao again. And Lin Hao always
stand in the middle of the battlefield, let the four sides of the sacred ninja speedy attack to kill, he
also did not move ......

Bang ...... a loud sound came out, an early stage saint ninja whose breath had dropped was
smashed in the head by Lin Hao with a slap. And this is like a domino, when Lin? The first time I

saw him, I was able to see him. When Hao killed one of the Saint Shinobi. There was a gap in their
encirclement, and then it was impossible to form another attack formation in a very short time.

"Not good, withdraw quickly ！！！！" At this moment, after seeing Lin Hao blast another
Saint Shinobi with his palm, the only two peak Saint Shinobi left at this shrine roared in mad fury.
They wanted to retreat and join up with the reinforcements that were coming this way, only Lin Hao
wouldn't give them that chance ......

"Click ...... poof ......" In the next moment, Lin Hao crushed the neck of another mid-level
Saint Shinobi, and that mid-level Saint Shinobi closed his eyes with endless resentment and
unwillingness.

Lin Hao coldly snorted and casually threw away his corpse, then looked at the several Saint
Shinobi who were frantically fleeing in all directions and sneered: "If you had just fled, there would
still be a glimmer of hope, but now that you have fought me so many times, your qi blood is



tumbling and you are all suffering from dark wounds, do you think that you can still escape now?
Really, whimsical ......" Lin Hao sneered and casually recruited a long knife from the ground.

Lin Hao's hands broke, the long knife shattered into countless fragments, shooting in all
directions frantically, there are hundreds of fragments. The next moment, the sound of poof poof
poof poof, and constantly passed over ......

The saint ninjas who were fleeing frantically outside were hit by several fragments, and
their fleeing bodies stopped for a while, some of them even fell to the ground, and were killed by
the fragments of the long knives, which were shot directly into the back of the head, and now there

are only seven saint ninjas left ...... As for the elite ninjas inside the shrine, they were affected by
the after-effects of the battle, and several dozens of them have died, yes, one third of them died

without even making a move ......

At this moment, the seven saint ninja who were going to continue to escape, looking at the
tragic situation around them, one by one, their eyes are completely red. The seven looked at each
other and all coincidentally took out a black pill from their arms and stuffed it into their mouths.

Boom boom boom ...... As those seven people ate the secret pill, the aura on their bodies
began to continuously soar open, the seven of them turned around at the same time, once again
assembled into a large formation, looking at Lin Hao's eyes were filled with endless killing
machines.

"Don't care anymore, all take the secret medicine, kill him at all costs!!!" The seven saint
ninjas who were no longer fleeing yelled at the same time to the more than one hundred elite ninjas
behind them, they already understood that they could not escape tonight, and from the beginning of

the battle until now, not even three minutes in total, they had already lost a quarter of their combat
power, or even more. And the nine elders of the Alliance of Endurance, want to get here, the fastest
also need a more than 20 minutes, they ...... can not last ......



With these seven saint ninja's words, at once the only remaining one hundred and thirty elite
saint ninja in the shrine, also did not hesitate to swallow the secret pill that burns the root in

exchange for a short period of super battle power, all pulled out their long swords and aimed at Lin
Hao ......

"Heh ......" Lin Hao, who was standing in the middle of the battlefield, standing against the
wind, let out a cold laugh of disdain.

Chapter 935

"Whoosh whoosh whoosh ......" Eastern Japan Kyoto suburbs, at this moment there are nine faces
with masks, wrapped in black robes peak saint ninja, flying towards the Kyoto Shrine side, flying
fast as the top of the mountain, yes, they are the nine elders of the Eastern Japan Shinobi Alliance,
each is a peak saint ninja, and is not a general peak saint ninja, each person's combat power is very,
very strong, if you want to break it down, these nine battle power can reach the level of half-step
god ninja.

So that day after Cang was traumatized far away, the nine of them thought to go to China to

kill Cang, and also seriously deduced a little. It is to have the certainty of killing Cang, but Cang
hidden too deep too deep, so that they simply can not find, completely is the heart but not enough.

The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a good deal on
this. The actual fact is that the actual people of Kyoto are able to see from time to time that there

are nine black figures flying by on top of those buildings.

The nine of them did not say a word, is the fastest speed to rush, ten minutes ago, they got
the news that Lin Hao went to attack the shrine, they know that the matter is serious. They knew



that the shrine had eleven holy ninjas, but Lin Hao still dared to go there, which means that Lin Hao
had a great certainty in his heart.

And at this moment, in their eyes, the distant shrine seems to be a flash of fire, as they get
closer and closer, the fire is getting bigger and bigger. And the bad feeling in their hearts became
stronger and stronger.

"Hmm?" The next moment just when they slightly to a building tens of meters high
shopping mall. Suddenly they saw two images scrolling on the big screen of the mall, and two
beautiful hosts from the East, were anxiously broadcasting to the people, and with the broadcast, the
air defense siren sounded over the Kyoto Prefecture, and the people of the Kyoto Prefecture, all
started to move inside the bunker inside the building.

"Attention everyone, behind you is the King's Heart Commercial Street, this night a
mysterious man broke into there and killed hundreds of killers, here you will follow me to see the

scene, this person is suspected of foreigners, please hurry home, do not go out tonight, do not go out,
we have to trust the police force, they will bring the killer to justice ......" one of the images above,
reported the situation of the Kyoto Prefecture, the King's Heart Commercial Street.

At the same time, the other side of the big screen, there is a sky of fire and rolling smoke,
there are dozens of fire engines rushing to the outside. There is the shrine of Kyoto Prefecture ......

"No! Hurry over!" The nine peak saint ninja who saw the broadcast, their faces changed
greatly, and their speed accelerated again, and again, their hearts were already anxious to the
extreme. At this moment, the nine of them are flying rapidly at the top of the building, while below
them are fire vehicles that are also whistling by, all this proves that something has happened to the
people over at the shrine ......



"Should be able to hold out, ten more minutes, just ten minutes! You eleven holy ninja,
including three peak holy ninja, can definitely, can definitely ......" the nine half-step god ninja face
incomparable gloomy, heart incomparable anxiety. But now they are too far apart, it is impossible to
get there immediately. So now they can only pray in their hearts, pray that those people can hold out,
otherwise tonight even if they kill Lin Hao, their eastern ninja world's loss is too big ......

The nine half-step divine ninja did not say a word, burying their heads in the road, the
killing machine on their bodies getting thicker and thicker, and their breath getting colder and colder.
Time passed slowly, one minute passed, two minutes passed ...... eight minutes passed, and when
the ninth minute came, the nine half-step divine ninja finally arrived outside the shrine.

But when they arrived here, here in addition to the monstrous fire, there is no more sound,
not even screams. There is only the air filled with the thickest smell of blood.

Nine people trembled in their hearts, took a deep breath and rushed in, only to go in and
look, when they saw the hellish scene inside, could not help but once again suck in a breath of cold
air. There are corpses everywhere, there are elite upper ninja, there are also early saint ninja, and
peak saint ninja, all dead, all dead, no one is alive ......

Chapter 936

And at this moment Lin Hao is sitting on the top step of the shrine, with a long knife by his side,
and the long knife is dripping blood. At this moment such a scene is bizarre to the extreme, the
entire shrine interior, only Lin Hao? The service dyed closed Yi zero whisking cover intention?
Still alive. The rest are everywhere corpses and fire, the smell in the air is pungent and unpleasant,
there is the smell of blood and the smell of burning bodies ......



Lin Hao saw these people came over after a glance to recognize that this is the same people
who talked to him before. It is the nine elders of the Eastern Japan Shinobi Union. Each of them had

a strong aura permeating their bodies, emitting weiya at all times.

Lin Hao licked his lips, grabbed the long sword in his hand, stood up and took a deep breath,
slowly said: "Finally here, waiting for you guys for a long time ah ......" As Lin Hao stood up, his
body that aura above the Innate Sovereign spread with a bang. The previous ones were all small fry,
not worthy of his full strength, but now these nine, on the contrary. Each one is half-step divine
ninja realm, each one is much more powerful than the saint ninja. The nine were even able to fight
against the divine ninja when they joined forces.

The nine people felt the aura of Lin Hao's body at this moment, their eyes were
incomparably grave, and their hearts were getting colder and colder, when they really faced Lin Hao
in person at this moment, they felt the fear of Lin Hao. It was an even stronger aura than that hidden
divine ninja of their Eastern Japan. These nine people were all silent. They suddenly realized that
even if they all joined forces tonight, they were afraid that they would not be able to confront Lin
Hao. The biggest possibility was that they would all be wiped out here.

The eldest elder at the head of the nine took a step forward and stared deadly at Lin Hao and
said, "Lin family master, why don't we stop here, you've killed enough people, you should be able
to calm the anger in your heart, Jun Wu Rui we'll release ......"

"Heh ......" Lin Hao sneered and slowly said, "An hour ago, why didn't you say this? An

hour ago, didn't you say you wanted to kill me? The one who talked to me was you, right?"

The Grand Elder nodded and said, "Not bad, it was the old man. It's meaningless for the Lin
family master to say that, this world is supposed to be the strongest, unchanging. And now that we

know your strength, Lin family master, we recognize that you have the qualifications to make us



retreat. So please, Master Lin, how about stopping here? From now on, our grudges will be settled,
and the well will not offend the river ......"

Lin Hao licked his lips and looked at that grand elder with a smirk and said, "What if ......
I don't agree? What can you guys do? Heh, with just the nine of you? It's very good, but do you
really think you can eat me up?"

After Lin Hao finished speaking, the Grand Elder just wanted to speak, but he took a step
back. Similarly the eight people around him also took a step back at this moment.

Lin Hao looked at the reaction of the nine people in front of him and slowly narrowed his
eyes, because he felt an aura of the same level rushing to this place. Lin Hao nodded with interest
and muttered to himself: "Interesting, you actually have divine ninja alive here ah, actually really
alive ......" Lin Hao's tone was incomparable Sen Han... ...

"Hey ...... little friend, let go, we have no hatred for each other ......" just after Lin Hao's
words fell, an old voice resounded inside the shrine, while a strong to the extreme breath, appeared
in front of Lin Hao ......
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"No hatred? How can that just come out of your mouth?" A trace of ridicule flashed in Lin Hao's
eyes, looking at Zu as if he was looking at a fool. Yes this old man is the mysterious and powerful
Shinobu in the ancient temple in the deep mountains, his realm is clearly the divine Shinobu level,
just the early stage of divine Shinobu,? Dye whisk rake intention closed Wu Yiwu? When Cang

was alive, Cang's realm was converted over to the peak of the middle stage of divine endurance, one
step short of being able to reach the late stage.



The name of the realm of each region is different, in the East Japan side is divided into elite
upper ninja, saint ninja, divine ninja. And in the Chinese side is the top warrior, the innate patriarch,
as for the innate patriarch above, more vague, some people in China called the land gods, but more
older generation of seniors, prefer to be called his Grand Master! All returned to one Grand Master.
And now Lin Hao's battle power is the peak of the middle Grand Master, the same as Cang, the
actual battle power is even stronger than Cang on a point, because Cang is too old, blood defeat can
not, really life and death battle down, the final victory is certainly Lin Hao.

Lin Hao now has absolute confidence, if half a year ago he had such a battle power, then
even the full bloom of Cang, he was able to kill alone!

Lin Hao smiled and stared at Zu, and the half-step divine ninja behind Zu, licked his lips,
his body surged with a strong battle intent, now the opposite side is counted as two divine ninja

battle power. He has no other ideas, just want to try. The distance between Eastern Japan and China
is really too close, how can others sleep soundly on the side of the couch? And this in the hidden

power, or two divine ninja. The aura on Lin Hao's body began to slowly rise up ......

Joe's face stiffened, feeling the extremely powerful aura on Lin Hao, he really did not have
the certainty to fight against Lin Hao's. His heart in the rapid deduction, deduction of the best result
is the best they can save themselves tonight, but if you want to kill Lin Hao, that is simply not
realistic ......

So if this is not sure of the outcome, this battle will not have any meaning. So he faced with
Lin Hao's provocation, the old face squeezed out an ugly smile and said, "Little friend, we can
compensate for ......"



"Ancestors ！！！！" Right after the old man finished speaking, before Lin Hao could react,
the nine half-step divine endurance behind him spoke anxiously, which was a great shame to them,
but the ancestor waved his hand and interrupted their words. They were not allowed to speak again.

"Little friend, as the saying goes, the mountain village is different, the wind and the moon
are in the same sky, we in the East have a common enemy with China, over there they are not
walking the martial path, sooner or later we are going to run into each other over there ...... we hope
it is better to preserve our strength, if there is that day we are willing to fight side by side with little
friend ......" Zu gave Lin Hao a deep look, his finger pointed to the direction of the west, his face
was gloomy to the extreme.

Lin Hao's face also gloomy, staring at Zu's eyes slowly said: "Good a mountain and river
foreign wind and moon in the same day, but you are taking us for fools? Your left hand wind and

moon with the sky, the right hand will follow that side to us all kinds of blockade and suppression,
hehe, want to play Taiji? You are afraid that you are not looking for the wrong opponent ......" Lin
Hao looked down at the blood-stained long knife in his hand. Continued.

"Moreover, Jun Wu Regret killed a lot of you this time, I killed more, last year you also
went to China to assassinate me, the Lin branch of these years of far away from overseas, but they
actually still managed to suppress our main lineage, which is because of your intervention, right,
heh, want to reveal this, do not think it is too simple some?" The icy coldness in Lin Hao's eyes
intensified.

Zu was silent, and after a long, long silence, his face met with a gloomy look, and the aura
on his body began to diffuse. After a long while, Zu eyes profoundly looked at Lin Hao and said,
"Little friend, you walk the extreme path, your true realm has not yet reached the level of the Grand

Master, even the Cang of the past, he did not dare the body to come to my Eastern Ying, saying that
he wanted to destroy our Daoist system, little friend, are you not a little too arrogant?"



Chapter 938

"Hahahaha ...... you also know that I walk the extreme path ah ......" Lin Hao suddenly laughed
fiercely, the next moment his body filled with a monstrous killing cold-blooded aura, the bizarre
black fog around him rose up madly.

Lin Hao carnal laugh a few times, said in a cold voice: "Cang is not a good man, but he sat
in China for so many years, but also guarded China from foreign enemies? The steak west er

whisked the ground will close Yi? Offense. In the past, Cang can do things, I Lin Hao and what can
not?"

"Buzz ......" When Lin Hao finished, his eyes instantly became pitch black, completely
hiding the pupils that a normal person should have. His entire body was filled with an endless
darkness, and no one knew just how sad Lin Hao's heart was. Although Shen Xiyan was saved
through a thousand hardships. But he has lost too many loved ones forever, his mother who died to
protect him more than a decade ago, his father who also chose to hold back for more than a decade
to protect him, his grandmother who loved him to the core, Mo Yuntian who gave his best to train
him, and Lin Hancheng, Dao Yi, and too many Lin's combat sequences, all his brothers ......

And now those people are dead, all dead ah, Lin Hao heart has been suppressing the
monstrous sadness and anger and hysteria, but he had been suppressing, he was afraid that those
terrible emotions destroyed his mind. So it has been suppressed. But now he does not want to

suppress it, he wants to release it once. Let out a crazy catharsis ......

"Extreme Dao, I only used it once when I first broke through, and that time was when I went
to save my father and kill Lin Xiaoyun. And later, even when I fought against Cang, I did not use
it out. But this time, you can, and I have never forgotten, more than ten years ago my Lin family
civil war that time, that has the figure of your eastern ninja, my mother died in front of me. All these
years I have been living for others, many things I can only tolerate again and again, tonight, I ......
do not tolerate, either you kill me, or you all die ......"



After Lin Hao said, his body aura has climbed to a peak degree, the sky above the shrine at
this moment are filled with black dark clouds, at this moment Lin Hao is already terrifying to the
extreme, like a devil released from hell.

"Kill ......" Lin Hao shouted, and with a bang drew his sword and rushed head-on to Zu's
face, slashing at Zu's head frantically.

Zu hurriedly also drew a long knife to clash with Lin Hao once. But the next moment his
body paused for a moment and then frantically flew backwards. And along with the tossing of his
body, the nine half-step divine ninja behind him were also lifted off by the aftermath of Lin Hao's
collision with him ......

"What? You ...... are as much as ten times more powerful than you were just now? Is this

the true combat power of the Extreme Dao?" Zu after being knocked away by Lin Hao, his face
boomed, the current Lin Hao is extremely abnormal, Zu he himself is an early stage divine ninja,
even if Lin Hao's battle power is higher than his, but he can still feel it. But just that contact, he
realized that he was wrong, really use the extreme dao Lin Hao, combat power than the ordinary
middle stage divine ninja as much as ten times stronger ...... Ancestor heart a horror.

"Knot divine ninja formation!" The next moment the nine half-step divine ninja who were
shaken by the aftermath were also gloomy to the extreme, they originally thought that the nine of
them plus the words of the ancestor, the two sides combined was the battle power of two divine
ninja, so that it was enough to fight against Lin Hao, but when they really came into contact, they
realized that they were wrong, and very, very wrong. They simply could not resist ......

"Boo ......" the next moment, just came back to God's ancestors, just want to resist, saw the

black pupils of Lin Hao has appeared in front of him, he hurried subconsciously to resist, a light



sound, followed by a violent explosion, the original place are blown out a large crater, Zu once
again spit blood backwards out, the body changed into countless residual shadow, towards the
distance to fly away ......
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"Shadow Transport. Shinobi level eight!" The hundreds of figures that split out, each one exactly the
same as the ancestor, these hundreds of figures, after splitting out, attacked and killed Lin Hao from
all sides at the same time ......

Bang bang bang bang ...... explosion after explosion sounded around Lin Hao, although the
ancestor split out hundreds of figures, only one is the real body, but those shadows actually can also
cause great attacks, and each one has the strength of the early stage of the saint ninja. In a flash
these figures completely overwhelmed Lin Hao.

Poof ...... But in the next moment, Lin Hao, who had completely changed into a black pupil,
directly slashed at Zu's real body, leaving a deep wound on Zu's chest, and then Zu couldn't help
but spurt out a large mouthful of blood again.

"How is it possible? How can you actually recognize my true body in an instant?"
Ancestor's face changed greatly, with a face of disbelief. But the next moment when he could not
think more, Lin Hao's figure appeared in front of him once again.

"Jie Jie Jie ......" Lin Hao let out a sound like the one from hell in his throat, and his right
hand blasted on top of Zu's chest again. Zu's body was like being hit by a cannonball, splattering a
sky of blood mist all around him, and was once again thrown away ......



"Kill ......" At the very moment Lin Hao hit Ancestor, those nine half-step divine ninja also
finally gathered their formation and rushed to Lin Hao's side with a combined force, surrounding
him to kill him.

The nine half-step divine ninjas, whose figures were constantly changing, nine of them
surrounded Lin Hao in the very middle with great speed and began to strangle him. The nine
half-step divine ninja's attacks could not hit his real body at all, but only cut a black mist from his

body.

Lin Hao now basically no feeling, the only thing there is pain? The only thing that I felt was
pain. The only thing is that the pain is the pain of finally being able to completely release it after
suppressing it for too long, the ultimate pain, slowly the black mist condensed into a black death
mask on Lin Hao's face. Lin Hao felt incomparably excited by this state.

"Jie Jie Jie ......" Lin Hao's mouth once again emitted a laugh that was bizarre to the
extreme and frightening to the extreme. His figure then met the attacks of those nine half-step
divine ninja and rushed fiercely to one of them, splitting that person in half with a single slash.

Boom ...... However, the price for Lin Hao's strong strike to kill one person was that he
was attacked once by Zu and the remaining eight Half-step God Shinobi, jointly. This time Lin Hao
was also knocked out.

But the next moment something desperate happened to these Eastern Ying Saint Shinobi,
because Lin Hao acted like nothing happened, instantly stood up again, and in the blink of an eye
rushed to another half-step God Shinobi, with a fierce laugh, reached out and strangled his
neck ......



Chapter 940

"No...... save me?" The half-step divine endurance who was pinched by Lin Hao's neck couldn't
help but let out a cry of desperation to the extreme for help. But the next moment his neck was
directly crushed by Lin Hao. However, after crushing his neck, the completely blackened Lin Hao,
as if he was still not satisfied, backhandedly exploded his head again, and then the battlefield was
filled with a sky of blood mist ......

Of course as a price, Lin Hao was once again attacked by Zu and the remaining seven
half-step divine ninja. Only Lin Hao still did not care at all, continued to carry everyone's attacks,
once again? The company's main goal is to provide the best possible solution to the problem. The
first time the company was in the market, it was a very good choice.

One after another, completely blackened Lin Hao, has no longer any feeling for everything
around him. This moment he wanted to release, this state of Lin Hao, and the previous Lin Hao, is
completely two people. The previous Lin Hao, gentle and elegant, handsome and elegant, to people
and things and the world, have strong feelings. But this appearance of Lin Hao, there is no interest
in those, the only thing is endless bloodlust, killing, madness, all kinds of extremely deep negative
emotions condensed into one. Totally two of the most extreme existence ......

Soon, the third, the fourth, the fifth ...... until after the ninth half-step divine endurance was
killed by Lin Hao, Zu again looked at Lin Hao's eyes, has been filled with the most extreme hatred.
The heart is dripping blood, that is really dripping blood ah, and this moment Zu his own body
injuries, is also serious to the extreme.

The nine half-step divine ninja are not ordinary peak saint ninja ah, this is able to cultivate
the existence of saint ninja ah. The first time a single Eastern Japan Island has two divine ninja,
how powerful will that be? I'm afraid it's the most powerful force in the East. At that time they can
go out of the East and march towards the world, appearing on a broader stage.



But now it's all gone, it's all gone. Of course, the East has been holding back for so many
years, secretly spending countless resources to cultivate dozens of sacred ninjas, but that's not much
use anymore. This time, Lin Hao knocked them back to decades ago in one night. Decades of
savings, decades of patience, all ruined.

"Lin Hao! Damn you ......!!!" Zu, at this moment, was also completely mad, having been
killed by Lin Hao was really losing his mind. He wanted to save those half-step divine ninja's
before, but he couldn't do it at all. Moreover, now he himself was seriously injured, if he fled now,
he might not even be able to escape in the face of Lin Hao who had inspired the Extreme Dao. And
now Lin Hao destroyed his decades of hard work, he does not want to escape, even if he escaped,
so what? If he wanted to return to the top, it would take decades, and if he wanted to train nine
half-step divine ninja again, it would take too much time and a huge amount of resources.

So it's not that simple to say that the early stage Saint Shinobi will be able to reach the peak
Saint Shinobi over time? This is total bullshit, if only the accumulation of time is useful, then the
Africans have long ruled the world, which requires heritage, needs a huge amount of resources, and
the resources of the East Japan side, is no longer enough to cultivate half-step God Shinobi in a
short period of time.

"Oh ...... hahahaha ...... finally want to fight for your life? Hahahaha, good huh?" The
completely blackened Lin Hao, a pair of pitch-black pupils stared at Zu said, then he also licked his
lips, a face of anticipation, even his body began to tremble because of extreme excitement, it was as
if he just couldn't wait for Zu to explode into a big move ......

"Lin Hao ...... I'll definitely kill you, kill you!" Zu madly roared, the next moment he no
longer hesitated to pull out a large blood-red pills from his body, without looking at them, he
directly stuffed them into his mouth. With a loud boom, the aura on Zu's body then began to climb
wildly, and then climb again ......
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